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DSA Strike: who's hit next?
by Lilli Ju find time in their 8:30 - 4:30noon of classes and the rest of the mentioned a number of problems

rr, ^ , . week is spent in a hospital setting, that fellow students were running schedule to complete valuable re-
The Dalhousie Staff Associât,on (DSA) has been on a rotating His only concern was whether or into at the Registrar’s Office be- search in the library,

stri e since Friday, Jan. 4, so far affecting Dalhousie s admin- nol graduation set for this spring cause of the longcr-than-usual lines On the whole, Renton said that
istrative units and since last Friday (Jan. 18) the Weldon Law woui(j be affected by delays at the and shortened hours. second year OT students “will be
Building. . . Registrar’s Office. Fourth year OT students are at hit much harder because of the

As the strike continues, there is a growing concern among However, Yoon did say that present “working in the field” full- nature of their courses...[consisting
students as to what will happen if the strike should eventually 0(her Medical students in their first time as part of their degree re- of] 8 hours of labs per week that
hit the teaching units. If this does happen, the strike is expected t0 third years may be more criti- quirements, and some are finding can’t be missed!”
to have the greatest impact in the laboratories. cally affected, since labs constitute it very difficult to find the time to Candice Crocker, a fourth year

register for OT courses which be- Honours Microbiology student,
said a number of things could 
happen to both students and faculty 
of the Microbiology department. 
.She cited getting the necessary 
purchasing order numbers (from 
the purchasing department, which 
has joined the Registrar’s Office 
in cutting its hours). Getting the 
much needed lab supplies is a 
problem which faculty have been 
facing

People are also uncertain 
whether or not they will be getting 

Renton mentioned that if the lab paid on time. Crocker feels that

A number of DSA lab tech ni- DSA of Lower Campus walk-out a large part °* curricula, 
dans are responsible for necessary and how they think they will be ^ tlard ^ear Pharmacy student, gin later on in the year, 
and time-consuming preparations, affected. Andrea Gardner, has most of her
clean-ups, and other duties. This As a fourth year Medical stu- classes 311(1 lal)S al.lhc College of
past week, a number of students dent, Michael Yoon said that he has Pharmacy. Sh£ dld not fecl diaJ
from various faculties of Dalhou- not been affected by the strike to S.hc ™ d ^ affccted too much if
sie’s Lower Campus were asked date and does not expect to be in !hc DS/^stnke should directly hit
about their concerns should the the future. He only has one after- L°wer Campus, but did say that
------------—_______________________________ __:___________  other years may also run into more

the DSA may 
have to target 
areas directly 

affecting 
students

FIRST AID COURSES OFFERED problems since many have classes 
and labs outside the College of 
Pharmacy.

Carrie Kay, a second year 
Nursing student, is also unaffected.
She said that there was some con
fusion as to who was DSA and who technicians do walk-out (although on the whole that students are 
was not. According to Kay, the admittedly reluctant to do so), this “cushioned” from the real impact
only courses that could really be would create difficulties. The OT of the strike and if technicians do
affected were ones involving labs school year ends on Mar. 25, after walk-out, it will just mean that
teaching important practical skills which third year OT students will those still in the lab will have to
and techniques for the clinical be working in the field. This does clean and prepare their own glass
setting.

In her third year of Occupational any missed labs.
Therapy (OT), Lynn Renton said 
that she had not encountered too Kellogg Library should have to prepare large numbers of supplies, 
many difficulties to date because shorten its hours to 9 - 5, most OT such as for the introductory
of the rotating strike. She instead students would find it very hard to microbiology class, labs will have
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, to be shut down.

St. John Ambulance Emergency First Aid 
Courses will be held at Dalhousie over the next 
few months. There is a $25.00 charge which 
covers the cost of the work books and pam

phlets. The one day sessions are scheduled for:

February 19th March 7th
February 21st March 21 st

not leave much time to make up ware and other supplies.
However, in the case of large lab 

For similar reasons, if the classes where DSA technicians
From 8:30 am. to 4:30 pm. Registration and payment must be made 

prior to the day of the course and a confirmation will be made.
For more information, or to register, 

Contact the Safety Office at 494 - 2495

Crocker also said that a couple 
of her classes may be critically 
affected if the printing shop closes 
down. As of yet, the aquatic 
microbiology lab manuals haven’t 
been printed. In the meantime, 
photocopies of parts of the manual 
are being made for the students 
each week.

In the advanced immunology 
class, students receive valuable 
handouts that supplement lectures 
each week. If the printing shop 
closes, the students will only have 
access to the professor’s single 
copy on reserve, and the students 
themselves, will have to pay for the 
photocopying each week, whereas 
they didn’t have to before.

Students were also concerned 
about graduating in the spring. 
They were uncertain whether or not 
the Registrar was sending tran
scripts on time to other graduate 
and professional schools to which 
cont'd on p. 8 ___________
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FEBRUARY 13th & 14th
Purchase a Dalhousie Graduation Ring on February 13/91 or 14th/91 

and you will receive the following SPECIALS to total a $30.00 discount:

- $15.00 off Regular Price
- Free Full Name engraving
- Free Insurance Policy for Three Years

$100.00 Deposit Required. Delivery Time 10 to 12 Weeks

A GREAT GIFT IDEA FOR GRADUATION
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